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ABSTRACT 

A edified six-resonance '".£D atoùel for a description of tne nucle-

on electromagnetic structure is constructed. It possesses correct ana

lytic properties and the asymptotic behaviour in accordance with a 

quark -lodel prediction for baryons. Only parameters with clear physi

cal seanlng are contained in the model. They are. evaluated numerically 

in a simultaneous fit of all existing data on electric and magnetic 

nueleoD form factors. Aa a result, the behaviour in the time-like re

gion of electric and magnetic neutron form factors, for which there 

aye no data up to now, haa been predicted. In comparison with the cor

responding behaviour of proton form factors above the nueleon-antinu-

cleon threshold one finds them to exceed by a factor of five. Conse

quently the erosa section of e*e~—» n S is expected to be roughly 

twenty-five-times as large as the cross section of e e"—» p p" . 

PACS. -2.40 - Models of strong interactions 

PA3S. 12.40.7 - Vector-Teson dominance 

PASS. 13.40.? - Electromagnetic for-i factors 

*) Pe-manent address: Institute of Physics EPRC, àlcak «eatery sf 

Sciences, 342 29 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia. 
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1. - Introduction. 

Reactions e e~—*• n H and e e~—» p p* are t-channels of elas

tic electron scattering processes, e~n -»e~n and e~p —*e"p res

pectively, which historically have been the first source (}<2) of 

experimental information on the electromagnetic (eia.) structure of 

strongly interacting particles at all. Since the e*e~ interaction 

is pointlifce and predominantly electromagnetic, tne amplitudes cf 

thosa reactions are natural to be oil :ul.t3d ir. the ens-photon 2?-

prcxi-ition by using standard mothods of s/jantu"! slectrodynar.ics 

(i-j). 7h9 ii:'fsrencp b9t..»=n suth results cJ" t'-.9or?*.i?3l c-ilcula-

tions for corresponding cross sections and experimental ooservations 

is currently explained by a nonpointlike nature of the nucleons, 

which at present is believed to be generated oy ^uark-eluon consti

tuents. Phenoraenologycally this so-called els. structure of nucleor.s 

is taken into account by means of four scalar functions depending 

on the four-momentum transfer squared t = -} , called Dirac ??(t), 

f^(t) and Pauli F^(t) , F^(t) elm. form factors (ff's) , which 

appear in the most general decomposition (compatible with Larentz 

invariance and charge conservation) of the proton ani neutron elx. 

currents, respectively, into a maximal number of linearly indepen

dent covarlants, constructed from momenta and spin parameters of 

nucleons. We note that the precise functional form of nucleon ff's 

is expected to be predicted by an accomplished dynamical theory of 

strong interactions. 

Since the proton- and neutron are components of ordinary matter, 

knowledge of their structure is permanently of basi: .renerai inte

rest in high-energy physics, and has been focus cf much wor*< ir. aotr. 

experiment and theory. 

The systematic experiaentai study of eia. structure of nucleone 
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in the space-Ilk* ragion (t< 0) by means of the electron-proton 

and electron-deuteron scattering «as opened at the middle of fif

ties by Hofstedter experiments (***) in Stanford. The explanation 

cf obtained results has been an exceptional problem In the theory 

of strong interactions, which has led to many new and fruitful ide

as, «e have in mind first of all postulation of the existence of 

isoscalar \ ) and isovector \ ) vector mesons (later confirmed ex

perimentally) leading to the so-called veetor-meson-dominance (VMD) 

model ' 6 ' 7 ) . 

The time-like-region (t>0) study of the nucleon elm. structure 

io :-._ ti-if?d (9) ir.l first orsctic-Uly r^alizei (') :>;.• Zichichi et. 

al., -sing the CERN antiproton beam and looking for the process 

p f-*s e~. 

At present there are more than 400 experimental data points on 

nucleari elm. ff's in the space-like and time-like rerion. Neverthe

less, there is no experimental information about the neutron elm. 

structure in~the time-like region up to now. 

J!ary papers have been devoted to the theoretical investigation 

of th-e nucleon elm. structure and have d*Mlt with it from various 

-•olnts of Y-iew. An almost complete set of references up to 1975 can 

be fc _;.-id In the paper by Hflhler (10). However, there is omitted the 

paper by Uassam and Zichichi {ll) with relevant results obtained in 

the inscription of the nucleon elm. structure by drawing attention 

to the :<nowledge of the unitary symmetry and its breaking which have 

ailo*ei to reduce a number of free parameters of tne model, «nother 

is the paper by «ataghin ( ) in which the author is for the first 

tiae -.rying to incorporate into the VTO model nonzero «iiths of vec

tor r.= son resonances in accordane with correct analytic properties 

of nucleon ff's. Taking into ic^ount the fact that fro* the point 

cf vi=w of a global analysis of all nucleon ff's the V!,3 moiel is 
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the most powerful one (11il3-15)i t n e r ti, v i i n o t 0f wataghin results 

V1 ) even increases. Also an improvement of th« latter approach was 

achieved recently (16). However, in neither of these papers the mo

dification of the WO) model was attained in accordance with the 

quark rnod'jl prediction for the asymptotic behaviour of n'icleon ff's. 

In this paper, the analysis of all existing experimental data on 

nucleon ff's by another modification of the VMD model (17) is car

ried out, where nonzero vector meson widths are incorporated into 

the VKD model compatibly with the two-cut analytic structure of 

ff's and, as a result, the asymptotic behaviour predicted by a 

quark mod»l for nucleons is realized in a very natural way. "ore-

over, the normalization condition of the zero-width VUD model is 

conserved. 

In section 2. we briefly summarize necessary formulae and defi

nitions. Sectlrn 3. Is devoted to the construction of the modified 

VKD model for the description of the elm. structure of nucleone. In 

section 4. we analyze the nueleon-ff's data* and compare determined 

parameters with world averaged values. Conclusions and summary are 

given in section 5. 

2. - Cross sections and form factors. 

The one-photon approximation with the techniques of *SD allows 

us to write e~N"»e~N or e*e"—• N 5 cross sections in a very 

.simple form. 

òince the elm. structure- of nucleons in tne space-liie region is 

investigated by scattering of electrons or. nucleons at rest, the 

corresponding tress sactisn is useful to .vrite ;c«i ir. "..--.e lacora-

f-rv svste.m as f:llows 
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l a2 _ p -. 
dg(a ?t-»e M) jJT coi, •'•/a 1 

- SI ;2 2 :ir.2«V2 1 -<• 4£ sir.2"V: * 

(1) 

x [ 4 ~ 73 FI -2 ^2 ( V ?
2 )

2 *«2^0 

...•--•.• J is t:.= ir.-i-̂ r.t :-I;->-."or. =r.ars/, " the t-r ;et rv-cljor. 

-tc;. rt* the scattering ~.r.--ie, ir.i 0^ the fine .,-..-;ctur* constrr.t. 

Cr. "-.-.e ot.-.=r hand, electron an- positron (or pre tor. and anti-

crotcr.) beo-rs are colliding at the canter of rsass s stem. There-

d SI 4t 
< Y ~ ' V T 2 Fzl s l n 2 « * | V F2| (1 • cos

2tt)l(2) 

where A ani II are the velocity and mass of a produced nucleon 

(or ar.tlnucleon) respectively, and rtl the angle of produced nu

cleon (or antiaucleon) relative to the electron (or positron) 

beam. 

The Dirac F1(t) and Pauli F2(t) ff's in (1) and (2) are re

al-valued functions, in the space-like region (t<0), complex for 

t>4aj, (n^ is • aass of the ci:n) and generally different for pro

ton and neutron. They are ncr-aliied at t * 0 in the following 

-ay 
FX10) = e (3) 

?2(0) =(U (4) 
and 

«here- e and M are the charge and anomalous asaai»etic -caent of 

the nuclean, r e spec t ive ly . 
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The experimental data on e~N-*e~N cross section are more ea

sily analysed if use is made of the so-called Sachs ff's ( 1 8), de

fined through Dirac and Pauli ff's by means of the following expres

sions 

G£(t) = F^t) • ^ F 2 ( t ) (5) 

0^It) • P1(t) • F2lt). (6) 

There is a coordinate system, in which G-(t) and Oy(t) describe 

the distribution of the charge and magnetic moment of the nucleon. 

Hence they are t-allei the electric ^gCt) ani magnetic G>At) ff's. 

Sachs ff's enter into expression (1) only quadratically, without 

any interference term. Really, taking into account (5) and (6), the 

cross sections (1) and (2) can be written as 

d6"(.e"N-*e"N) ai' e o s ^ / 2 

d j Q 4E2 sin2"V2 

L 
1 5 

4M2 

1 

1 • - 2 | - s i a 2 » / 2 

2 —-5- G2 t g ^ / i 
4ir " 

(7)-

and 

~TH « H T l°«l,1Bfl** M (i*e»2^)J («) 
respectively. Then the experimental information on G?(t) and 

GM(t5 in the space-like region (t<0), using data on e~N-»e*N 

cross section, can be easily determined from.the parameters of the 

straight line plot of 
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d6'(e"lf-»a"N) 

~7n / 
JL2 5os2flV8 1 

(9) 
4E2 sin2*»/2 (l • ^ - s i n 2 ^ ) ] 

versus tgV'2 at fixed t ( Hosenbluth plot) . 

Generally, there is no sibilar procedure to extract IG- ! and 

IGJ, I from data on e e^-»N B or N 8-»e e" cross sections separa

teli. , and all present data on proton ff's in the tiae-llke region 

(t> - ) were obtained only under the assumption that |G_ I = IGJ.1. 

The latter is not far from the truth in the vicinity of the nucle-

cr.-=. -. ircele :r. threshold, »h-jr-? at -resent just the teasuresents on 

e*e~-»p p ar.ì p p"-»e*e~ irosa sections were carried out, because 

at tr.e threshold t = 4M this equality must be fulfilled exactly, 

in crier to eliminate kinematic poles of P,(t) ani ?2(t) generated 

by relations inverse to (5) and (6). 

3. - Modified VHD model for the electromagnetic structure of 

r.ucleons. 

Ir. the previous section ve have pointed out that by means of the 

elastic electron scattering on nucleons or electron-positron anni

hilation into a nucleon-antinucleon pair, practically, we measure 

protcn and neutron electric and magnetic ff's. They are related to 

tine ;irac and Pauli ff's, defined by the most general decomposition 

of :-.s matrix element of the nucleor. elm. current, through relations 

(5) '-r.d (.6). However, as a consequence of particular transformation 

crcTvrties cf the nucleon el-j. current according to rotations in 

tr.j .sotopic scin space, there is -i splitting of the matrix element 

of •--.» protcr. elm. current jy(x) "»nd the matrix slesent cf r.eu-

trcr. elm. current j*j(x) into isosealar and isovector parts as 

fcU:*s 

(10) 

£l*> • £(.*) - 3*00 

which results in a similar splitting of Dirac and Paull ff's. Thus 

we have the following decompositions of nucleon electric and magne

tic ff's into isoscalar and isovector parts of the Dirac and Pauli 

ff's 

og(ti - [r*u) • fjet)]* —j [»Jct) • rjit)] 

0gC*> » [*£U) * Fl^]* [F2^< * F 2^ ' ] 

°2(t) = [Pl(t) " rlw"\* [ ? 2 ^ - F 2^J 

( U ) 

which are very suitable to be a starting point for the construction 

of the modified VHD model 
(17) 

for a description of the nucieon 

elm. structure. 

Frcm normalisations (3) and (4), particularly taken for the pro

ton 

?5<0> * 1, F§(0) - ^ (12) 
and the neutron 

•*«».- 0, F^(O) =(u,n (13) 

one obtaines the normalization aoniitions for the isoscalar and 

isovector parts of the 3irac~anJ Pauli nucleon ff's 
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FJ(O) = 1/2, ?J(0) * 1/2 
(14) 

F»(0) » 1/2 [^ • ^ ] , FY.(0> • 1/2 Qop - ^ ] 

and from here and (11) the normalization of electric and magnetic 

proton and neutron ff'a as follows 

Gg(0) - 1, OjiO) * 0 

(15) 
Gg(0) « 1 • ,up, G^lO) « , V 

According to the idea of the sero width VMD model (l') each of 

.-;'i in (11) is ±xcr?5sei in t-a fers (tue subindex zero in tae 

ff's ^ I ' J W O aeans the zero width of considered vector meson rt 

sonances) 

•«•VfiT 

.2 Pt^o* 2 1 ^ 

S.W,Y,T' "s 

•frff* N 

«hsre the corresponding ratios of coupling constants are cor.strai-

nei by the equations 

Xt fwo• i / a - 21 (^-s)• i'*»[̂  • ^] 

2 1 (^NN''f v) "I''*. ] T C^''f à * U2 fa " <*«] 
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following from the normalisation conditions (14). The summations 

in (16) and (17) are carried out in t.ie isoscalar anù isovestor 

case through the well-established vector aesons u>(783), <f(1020), 

<p'(1580) and f(770), f'(1250), f*(lóOO) respectively. The 

Y -particles have not been included because they are too far away 

from the region where data exist. On the other hand, nevertheless, 

the obscure ^(1250) resonance (20>21) is taken into account, 

for the existence of which there are serious indications (22~29) 

nowadays. 

In what follows we incorporate into (16) the correct analytic 

rrc^erties of ??'T ff's with t::« aim of a -ore realistic iescrlp-

tion of all existing data on electric and magnetic nucleon ff's 

simultaneously. In fact they consist of an infinite sequence of 

branch points on the positive real axis of t-plane, the positions 

cf which are determined by allowed intersediate states in the -nita

ri ty condition. 

No one at all is able to realit* such complicated analytic struc

ture, consisting of an infinite number of cuts, practically. There

fore, further we restrict ourselves to the two-square-rcot branch

point approximation of analytic properties of" Fj'j ff's. 

As is well known, the lowest branch-point of isoscalar ?*(t), 

P|(t) and isovector P^(t), FT,(t) ff's are t* « 9a*. and. t* * *«£ 

respectively. They will be identified with the first fixed-square-

-root branch-point t of the general approach proposed in ( ) . 

In the role of the second* one will be taken t*nl and t*nl. 3oth 

of- thea are also of a square-root type and free in a cositicn 

( they will be fixed in a fitting procedure of data) , in orair to 

siaulate ccntrioutions of other branch points of FJ'J ff's effec

tively. 

Though essentially different inelastic thresholds t?*,, tf , 



•** xXa\* *inl «•* •«!•* «*r lj<t), T*(0 tnd ?J(t), 7*(t) 

respectively, owing to a reduction of tha total number of frta pa

rane rara of tha con» true tad aodal, only ona fraa threshold t? , la 

taken fo.- lsoacalar ff'a and tha other tj n l for isoveetor ff 's. 

A3 • raault of tha two-square-root-cut structure «vary F?', is 

defined on tha four-sheeted Hieaann surfaca in t-variable. 

:n ordar to get an explicit fora of nuclaon ff'» with such ana

lytic propartias, we usa transformations 

.2 -.1/2 r* _ *-? -il/2 

(18) i ^ r • « • R # ] 4 mi 

whur» map four-sheatad ftlemann surfaces of t-v»riable into two-shee

ted Sieaann r- ani q-surfaces. Tha tffaetiwa branch points t? , 

and tY , ara t;-.en aach transformed into two noints 

r •• _ a»? -il^2 r*v *»2 tl / 2 

respectively. Finally, by using the inverse Zhukovsky transforna-

tior. s 

. x l>.„. - *ff? - fri-, - d 1 " 
r, • r1l/2 . rr - ri" 2 <20,> 

[rlnl * rJ * lrinl rJ 
ani 

C înl * * ] l / 2 - frinì - J 1 / 8 

- ' i — ± " -73 »***—: 775- (*<-&) 
['lai * =>] * ["ini " ^ 

-..-.* t»c-she»ted ?ier>iann r- ar.d ^-surfaces ara trans: imi ir-.to 

'IT -W.: -'-?'.an.es. Tha physical shaats of t-vacì%ble aro then 

;rcijfht on tha left-half of tha unit disc with t =Joo trar.srcr-

1: 

med into ? » -1 and w » -1. The second sheets ara mapped on 

the right-half of tha unit disc with t = • 00 transformed into 

V » •»! and w » *1, and tha third and fourth shaata on the left 

and right half-planes outside tha unit disc respectively. 

Now the relations (18) give ( further for simplicity m* 1 

is considered) 

t = 9 ( r 2 • 1) (21a) 

t « 4(q 2 • 1) (21b) 

and if we denote the positions of zero-width VMS poles in the r-

;r.i i-pl^nes :..• r ar.i ^ , respectively, one oin «rite •.-.« 

following relations for tha mass of isoscalar and isovector vector 

mesons In (16) 

ra2 - 9 (r 2
0 • 1) (22a) 

m| - 4(0.2
0 • 1). (22b) 

Substituting (21a,b) and (22a,b) into relations (16) we obtain 

.2 _2 

"f"i«>.- y^y^sr^j • r ~ - r" 

fa( t)a-T ,4L l4^-^.» 

(23) 

^ - o - ^ _ r Z 2 

.v,., . \ &lA,#> ? 2 t t l o " > l i 3 — ^ ^Nf>/fv» 
v . f l f V

 qV0 - 1 

where the normalization points t = 0 in the r- ano ^-pisnes 
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ha«a baan danotad by rR and qM roapactlvaly. 

If «a danoto In addition to that tha aaaa normalisation points 

In tha V- and W-plana by 

' H " 1 
l> • r I 1 / 2 . r_ . _ 11/2 

frinì * TvY * [rinl * r«]J 

[««mi • «y c« 
175 

ar.i tha position* of saro-vldth VMS polos by 

i l / 2 r . _ _ 11/2 

so 
, i trlr.l * r i J 

ini " *»nl 

VMS polos 

Crlnl - *J 

frinì * r s J * t r lnl " r . J 
172 

,„ . t tia • «nl™ - tla - *J£ 
TO 

[««ini * ^ J * C*inl - «*J 

we obtain for r*. rjj, r*0 and q', q£, q T 0 

r » r 

and 

lai 

*2 . I-2 

r » rlnl 

rso' rinl 

** ' *inl 

r,2 » -l2 

*X " *lnl 

*vo •'ini 

-(rf)] 

-(rHH 

2.-.2 

N 
2 f.2 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(25a) 

(25b) 

126a) 

{.Zzz) 
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which In combination with (23) «Ivo 

XL Jo \ > v 2 / j : ^ _ i ( v .vio)(v ̂ o,(v -1/?-o>(jr •i/v,j ̂  •"» • 

,»rW(t,i -I1-"2)2 V ( * M - O V * V B X W M - I / W V 0 . C V I / O /^ v 

•2.2, 
*"-!»'(O 1 '[ 0 > —J "-* ' ^ U : —Iff'.ir.S..) 

V l-f: 4 * f l" "'"vo^ **'voH* "-• -*v0K« +i< wvc> 

A :":r-.:'.jr j.-rar.-a-.snt of (27) iersr.i» en ths r-slitlcn cf tna S C . T J I -

;cr.Ji:;r vsitor -?*son r-aas v-^luts to .?_, a:iJ t^ ̂. 3y a J U S S O S -

£iva -̂.:-eri:-r.5* in 3r.alysin£ r.uclaon i t data w* )m«w that 

a L . »f < «ini- •V>"t'nl (28" 
and 

•f < «ini» < ' »f- > «ini • i M b ) 

Than 

le " -'Co- Vfo » "<•• Vo " 1/VJo < 2 S" 

«fo ' -<o' V o • 1/Wf'o. V o • ̂ V o l»b> 

ini •;»• relatiins (27̂  sai» bt rswrittan ss follows 

r»r-ct.i , (^) 2 [V ( V v » H V t , - v » H v ^ 1 / v ^ H V ^ 1 / / ^' off:.n/f.v 

+ (^-VoHV4H
yH*VoHvw*^o> /^ /fi1 

(v -v -0KV -V;OKV *vf.eKV *v;.o) WNB ̂  j 

(,3Ca) 
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. V (V^eV'voKVWvo*VO frM / f 0 

S^r(w -"vô * - O " *\o)<w v O v!* -I 

(30b) 

(30d) 

V I - V N L » W V - v . o * v -v,oKv - ^ , 0 H V - * < / ,NB "' 
(300) 

, < V V o > l V V o ^ V o X V V o > frtt) , f .v] 

(v -vy'0Hv -v;o)(v •v^yv *v»y *N* »'J 

1 /1-*2\2r(**»|-*»«X''N-,l»«H*M-1/*#«'><,«»I-1/*'»n) /J2\ \ 

^~- ( V^0KV<oXV»vottV<0) f „, / | 
/ ; "(«SU'O 

Froa her» en* can ianedlately see that tha asymptotic behaviour of 

t.-.« initial zero-width VMD modal (16) la hidden only in the norma

lized factor» [(l-V^/U-VJj)]2 and." [U-W2)/U-*"j})]2i because If 

t -»*•» , t!-.en V-» -1, V» —». -1 and all torà» in tha squara 

brackets turn out to be constant*. Its particular form .-— t" 11„«„ 

is specified by the power "Z*. The change of this power to an ar-

oitrary positive even number leads to a natural generalization of 

the power asymptotic behaviour of isoscalar and isovector Oirac ar.d 

Pauli ff'a, «r.ich, however, was possible to realize only due to tr.e 

predassi aethid of incorporation of correct snalyti; properties by 

means of the transforations (13) and (20a,b) . 

In conformity with the quar* mo-el predictions for rt-cleons 

'°'-31) th* rawer "2" in (30a,b) will be changed to tne ?c«er 
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"4" and In (30e,d) to the power "6". 

Taking into account these changes of the power in (30a) -(30d) 

and introducing nonsero vector meson widths £, 1̂  t> 0 by means 

of the following replacements 

r(m, - i T / 2 ) 2 - 9-1 1/2 , 
r 1 0 — * » r t « l - J = for « « w . y . y (3it) 

and 
f ^ - i l^2 ) 2 - 4-1 1/2 , . 

«*»o~*" S " [ f J for v " f • f 'f (31b> 
one obtalnes finally 

^lVlt)J \ - 4 > l Z - ( v -v,)(v - v > -i/vwv - i / O ̂ NiI/f•, 

(V -Vf')(V -VJ-XV *Vf')(V *VJ.)
 V f™ *' J 

1 J u-wj}' L (w -«yMw -#p(w -i/wf)(w -i/w*) • *
NN *' 

5-r-, (» -*v)(W "''v*? *WvH* **v> * J 
»"f if 

FaLVWJ W-v2' L£L<v -v.)(v - v > -i/v$)(V - i /vj) ^•Nfl'H' 

(v -vr')(v -vj)(v *vf'xv •vf-) ^ N h f J 

' 2 & l « ] - 1 ^ 2 / L (V -«JM. -W-MW - 1 / V ( , -lAp) W 

Z _ , (w -*• H* -**VH* •*WH" •«*) vNR- V J 



which are real analytic functions defined on the four-sheeted Rie-

aann surface, with the conserved normalization conditions (17) of 

the zero width 71D oodel and the following asymptotic behaviour 

Fj[v(t)] t"2|t^.-

p*[«ct>] — • t-2|t^s-

F][*(t>] — t-3, 
t-»t«» 

Inserting explicit formulae (32) into (11) we obtain the modified 

."YD model for the elm. structure of nucleons, which will be uaeó 

:"ar the analysis of all existing experimental data on electric and 

aa-metie proton and neutron ff's in the space-like and tiae-like 

-ration simultaneously - However, the latter is a subject of the next 

section. 

4. - Analysis of nucleon electric and magnetic fora-factor data. 

The modified VXD model, constructed in the previous saction, de

pends on the following 26 parameters *Jnl> *ini»
 B » » C • "f » 

f̂  , a y , fl' , m^ , f£ , ay , If! , n^», £ , fJjjj/Jw • *fN8^*y » 

if-.S/f^ » ̂ 2jtfr/*f • ̂ N B / V w i t h 5lear Phy»i=al aeaning. Their 

r.j-ber is reduced to 22 =y f?ur equa-.ions (17), «ni;h result frca 

r.c-a.lizatlcn conditions (14) applied to the zero-wi-it'.-t V13 r??re-

35-tation of pf'ai however, conserved also in the -edified V!.0 

as iti (32). 

*e do not expect to be able to detersine all Z2 parameters in 

-r.-? fit of existing nucleon ff data owing to a slsoie reason that 
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•11 considered resonances are situated in the unphysical region, 

whert no experlmenttl point exists up to now. So, certainly we are 

unable to determine at least correct values of vector meson widths 

in such circumstances. Therefore, they are all fixed at the values 

taken either from Review of particle properties (32) ( f̂ j = 9-8 UeV, 

HJ « 4.22 MeV, f̂ ' « 130 UeV, (̂  « 153 MeV) or from the previous 

analysis (24) ( 1̂  • 323.8 MeV, ^* 454 MeV ) of all existing 

data on the pion ff by means of the three-resonance model respec

ting all well-established pion ff features. Moreover, since the 

u -resonance is exoeriaentally rather accurately deternined, we 

havs :'i:<ei 3lao its -^ss =**. -;v:- - i.l^tei v-lue ( ). T.VJS, ....> r.re 

left finally only with the following 15 fre? parameters t* ., 

$W<f • fW* • $fl'V ' $«/ff ' fVV ' i f Pa«i = uiarly 
vis^V * vi-'̂ V» T^/ff' and

 VNR^V
 a re chosen to oe «x?"«s_ 

sed via other ratioa of coupling constants. For their ietersinaticn 

we have collected 130 experimental -c-rnts \ ) on 0?- in t.i» spa-

eeiike region, 13 experimental points (J*"-3') 0n |G|| in the ciae-

-like region, 143 experimental points t33' ) 0n GJj in the spaee-

-like region, 13 experimental points (34*37) on jog | In the tiae-li

ke region, 63 experimental points (J9"49) on Og and 44 expe

rimental points (43.45,47-56J Qn ^n ^ both ln the 3p8ce-li<o re

gion cnly. The data have been analysed by neans of the relations 

(11) and (32) by using the 3ERN progra-i MIJJUIT (>57) . -ie oest des

cription of thea was achieved with X /ndr - 921/391 , which is 

net very "satisfactory. Its partition into every J|, "?., 0? «nd 

jfi separately is presented in Table I. ̂ n average valje of X 

for one experimental -oint reveals rath* a good description of 

o| , |G|| and H 3 « l • out no «-eo^ate description of Z§, Gg and 

GJJ . However, taking notice of individual partial chi-s-;u8red X p , 
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wa find only • few experimental points (altogether 19) with an 

JE 

9 

extr»aaly high value of X p . For Instance, in tha case of G | 
there are four such points, 

at t [GeV2J: -0.0990 -0.0840 -0.0660 -0.0460 

with X* : 14.41 23.94 12.43 15.25 . 

They all are from the experiment of Borkowski et.al. (for a refe

rence, saa ( -7) at low momenta transfer squared. 

I: the case of oj we find eight points with high values of Xp . 

They are 

* L^eV']: -27.08C0 -23.3100 -15.3300 -15.7700 

(35) 

y* : 13.23 10.27 28.37 21.31 

t [GeV2]: -2.9200 -0.5841 -0.3900 -0.2726 

"X2 : 27.28 17.32 11.83 11.58 . 

The ^lrst four experimental data are from newAaeasurements on 

o£ at SUkC, about which the authors themselves are declaring that 

they are more precise and reliable than the previous ones at the 

same values _of t. However, on.tha basis of our global analysis we 

came to the conclusion that they are ( at least the four points 

frox (35)) inconsistent with all other nucleon elecxric and aagne-

tic ff data. 

In the case of G". we have revealed five peculiar points 
d 

• "SaV2]: -0.7738 -0.1955 -0.1441 -0.0970 -0.0962 

y}p : 30.86 18.17 13.19 16.29 10.03 

anc ir. 3ÌJ only two exceptional points with a higr» values of X 

as -allows 
t TaeV2]: -1.1670 -0.7788 

L , J (3TÌ 
X * : 54.71 10.91 
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(39) 

If we eliminate all, compiled in (34)-(37), experimental data 

from the global analysis, rather good results In the description 

of electric and magnetic proton and neutron tt't (for a graphical 

presentation of the results see figs. la,b; 2».b; 3s,b and 4a,b) 

are obtained with 

X2/ndf » 560/372 (.38) 

and the pararnetara 

*inl" 1-0781 0.001 OeV2 tjnl» 1.036 10.030 OeV
2 

m^ * 10371 2 MeV mf » 720 1 39 KeV 

-y = 1404 1 1= "5V cy = 1315115 ::<v 

mf « 14101 48 UeV 

f*Njj/f„ • 0 . 9 1 1 0 . 0 4 fyN?,/ff - 0.22 10.03 

f^Ng/ff - - 0 . 5 9 1 0 . 0 6 1%B/t?' ' -1-84 t 0.18 

^NH / f « • - 1 . 0 8 1 0 . 0 2 f®j,/f f - 1 .9010 .03 

f^jj/f* O.09 1 0.04 ^W*? ' °*63 Z °'22 

whereas tha rest of four ratios of coupling constants, calculated 

by using (39) and (17) , acquire the values a» follows 

$ * " * ' « 0.18 1 0.07 $,«/*>• » 2.12 t 0.18 ^ 

^KfK'f " -1-07 10.05 $rfl/ff * -°' 6 e l 0' 23 

Really, the value "X 2/ndf a 1.51 in (38) is quite reasonable. The 

inelastic thresholds tj n l and t*nl indicate that roughly up to 

the XX threshold (i.e. a 1 3eV) only 31T and 2* intermedia

te states are dosinating in the unitarity condition ::' :.soscalar 

and isoveator Dirac ani Pauli nucleon ff's resrecf.veiy. The vector 

Tieson masses in (39) are ac:eptable, as scon as or.» -?cci?n:. res 

their ^termination from the iatB wlthou*. *ny tycicai .us:: . evsr. 

no experinental point) at the place of vector -esons, «niur. is 
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"UGeV'j18 

Fls.l. a/ Comparison of electric proton foro factor with the data 

in the space-like region, 

b/ The behaviour of electric proton fora factor in the tiae-

-like region and its comparison wi*.h the data ooiained 

fro-s e e"-* p p and p p" -»e e~. 

22 

"tiGtV: 

Fig.2. a/ Conparison of magnetic proton fora f&ctor with the Jata 

in the space-like region, 

o/ The tlae-liie behaviour of magnetic proton fora faotor 

> -• - . J -r;icr. -i:r. v<;srir.(-; iu-.a. 
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• ' * I ti • * ' I • • • • I • * • i ' • • — I _ _ J . 

8t[GeV2] 

Fig.3. a/ Electric neutron form factor versus t in the space-iiie 

region, 

b/ The prediction of tiae-like behaviour of neutron elec-ric 

fora factor by the -ìcclified VKD nodel. 
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?ig,4. a/ Magnetic neutron form factor versus t in the space-like 

region and it» comparison with existing data, 

b/ The prediction of the aodifl»d VKD model for magnetic neu

tron fora factor in the tine-like region. 
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always crucial In an accurate fixing of resonance parameters. Simi

larly to the previous plon ff data analyses p * » 2 8 » 2 9 ) , we confirm 

again the existence of both higher rho-resonances, ^(1250) and 

f(1500), now from the global analysis of the data on electric and 

magnetic proton and neutron ff's simultaneously. Any neglect of one 

of these resonances in the used modified VMD model for the elm. 

structure of nvcleons leads to a failure of the nice description of 

existing data with the value of X /ndf given by (38). 

In order to find vector and tensor couplings of vector mesons 

under consideration to nucleons from (39) and (40).first we have to 

c-l--l3te the universal venter --escn coupling constants f /4W 

froa the relation 

2 j2 .2 
(41) 

4*" 3 r(V-*e*e") 

where the Vi't —>• «*e~) for f , w , <f and f" are taken from 

Review of particle properties (™ . The results are as~follcws 

?^/4T = 1.-3 fJ/4W* 21.06 f^/4*» 13.82 fi/4T = 3.77 .(42) 

Thi universal vector meson coupling constant for p(12p0) is taken 

fro- (20) to be £ji/4* « 9.1 . Unfortunately, there is no experi

ments! infor-.ation on the leptonic width of f (1680) up to now. 

rasing all these values into account we find fro* (39) ani (40) 

the rcilo-jiir. - coupling ccr.st-r.t v-ilues 

.£> 2 A) 2 .411 2 JO.) 2 ' JO.) 2 

— ' 1 ' " t - 1^" A - ' ~ ^ ' 4 * ' 4» ^•• J* 

(«) 
-421 a J?) 2 .̂ 1; g)3 42J2 

4T 4JT 4T 41T 4» 

.•e did noi calculate the errors of corresponding coupling cor.-
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stanta, because they are considerably influ need by the masses of 

vector mesons which are, however, mostly not very well known. 

Now we would like to draw attention to the most interesting re

sult of our analysis. Though there are no experimental data on ne

utron electric and magnetic ff's in the time-like (i.e. t > 0) 

region, we are predicting their behaviour (see figs. 3b and 4b) 

from our nodified VMD model for the nucleon elm. structure in which 

all free parameters have been fixed by the demonstrated fitting pro

cedure of proton ff data in the space-like and tlmr-like regions and 

the neutron ff data only in the space-like region simultaneously. 

"1:3-3 above the r.ucleon-ar.tir.'.iclecr. threshold they are (see Tiible III} 

apnroximately five times as large as the corresponding proton form 

factors. 3o, the cross section of e e~—» n H in this region is 

expected to be roughly twenty-five times as large as the cross sec

tion of e e"—* p p . 

Thus we have confirmed indications for a. phenomenon of the pre

vious analysis { h obtained by the simple 'SUD model, 

which seems to be Interesting in con'.ection with a planned AD0N2 

experiment 
(58) 

in Frascati, wher' measurements of the process 

e*e~—*JJ fi will be carried out for the first tiae. 
5. - Summary and conclusions. 

In accordance with the general procedure proposed in , we 

have constructed a modified VMD model for a description of the nu

cleon eia. structure. It possesses correct analytic properties and 

the asymptotic behaviour corresponding to a prediction of the quarK 

aodel for baryons. The sodel depends only on parameters with clear 

physical meaning, like isoscalar and isovector effective inelastic 

thresholds, nasses and widths of correctly incorporated vector-oe-
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Table I. - The partition of total * 2 into individual nueleon 

for-: factors. :,' aeans t.ne number o£ exreri-.sr.tsl 

"oints. 

sr 

* * T 

" 13c 

y.2 234 

*.:: i . : 5 

i 2 e - l i 

32 

143 

354 

•-. ÌJ 

i S 

0» 

53 

163 

2.SC 

J . t 

44 

IIS 

2."1 

t ^ - 1 

1=11 
13 

11 

c.a: 

1*31 
13 

10 

C.7, 

-- — 

•»Cs 

421 

i .27 

T-ble II. - Tha partition o- total "X. into inàivllu-ìl .-..'.olac:. 

for- f_Jtcrs ifter un elimination o:' IS e>:?. . cir.t 

• itti e:<tre~ely -,i~h value oi" -^rtial X?-

•S? 

J " T 

•: 125 

> 2 139 

X". :•' - . - ; 

* - ? - ! ! 

"x. 

135 

223 

l . i j 

<e 

<% 
58 

75 

1.2i 

C.r; 

42 

51 

1.Ì5 

t i -? -

1=11 
13 

11 

C « S O 

•u:« 

hi-i 
13 

^ -> 

C.T'y 

total 

337 

J v \ . 

!»-.-> 

Table III. - The numerical comparison of electric ani -atretic 

proton aiu neutron ff's in time-lise rsricr. aoove 

the nuclecn-antinueleon thresho1d. 

t fOe'/2] "8 °B 

4.0 

4.2 

5.0 

0.462 
0.364 
0.295 
0.244 
0.205 
0.175 
0.152 
0.132 

2.374 
1.955 
1.553 
1.410 
1.217 
1.C61 
0.933 
C.827 

0.460 
0.361 
0.294 
0.245 
0.209 
0.180 
0.156 
0.137 

2.343 
1.870 
1.518 
1.252 
1.046 
0.884 
0.755 
0.651 

Ì» 

aoa resonaacea and tha corresponding ratloa of coupling con»ton , 

The number of fraa parameter» was reduced considerably. Tha lattar 

was achieved by application of four ff normalization conditions and 

fixing all resonance widths at the world averaged values. In addi

tion, the mass of to -meson was also taken from the Review of Far

ticle Properties ( ) , since it is really measured very accurately. 

The rest of 15 free parameters have been determined in the analy

sis of the existing electric and magnetic nucleon ff data '.n tha 

space-like and time-like regions simultaneously. Their values are 

rather reasonable. The existence of ̂ (1250)" and f(1600) la eeta-

blishel f.-cn this ur.ri lysis o:' .-.\:;l-icr. f:' iata in a sense that a iet-

ter X value with three isovector vector mesons incorporated 

into the model was achieved than with the incorporation of only 

two of them. The behaviour of neutron electric a-.d magnetic ff's 

in the time-like region is predicted by the modified W D model. 

Comparing the latter with the behaviour of proton ff's we same to 

the conclusion that the e*e~—»"n"5 cross section above the nucle-

on-antinucleon threahold is remarkably larger than the e*e"—» p p 

one. This conclusion will be soon verified (") by the new ADONS 

experiment In Frascati. 

The author is very much Indebted to Professor M.Greco and Profes

sor E.Etlm for a warm hospitality at IN7N in Frascati, where this 

paper was finished. He would like also to thank t-ofessor R.aaldi-

ni-?erroli for stimulating discussions and for a constant interest 

in this work. 
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